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About This Software

Check out this special edition of 3DCoat for modding in-game items, such as weapon skins and more. At this moment we’ve
implemented support for Counter-Strike: Global Offensive only, but expect support for modding World of Tanks vehicles and

other games soon.

The application enables fast downloading of archives from the game client into the program
distributive and unpacking the weapon model files. Create your own textures or apply

ready-made ones onto the weapon models. Bump technology, i.e. creating surface relief
imitation, is featured among the program's tools.

We have been able to simplify the process of creating weapon skins as much as it’s possible.
Now you do not need to install a bunch of various software to work with one model. All the
processes starting from loading the model and up to designing and publishing it into Steam

workshop can be done with 3DCoat only. Watch the trailer above to get familiar with the program's features
and the process of publishing the ready-made files into Workshop_Workbench.

Note: On purchasing this software you will automatically receive a unique registration key that will be linked to your account.
No extra action is required from you to be able to use the program.

Enjoy and feel free to leave us your comments and feedback on 3DCoat Modding Tool.
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3dcoat modding tool

This game is awesame, definitly recommend if ur an SAO fan. Remember that feeling when you slammed the floppy into the
old commidore and played this game late at night. The feeling of both determination and fear wrapped in your child mind?

That feeling caused me to buy this game, unfotunatly it was just a memory.
Otherwise this game is complete tripe.. From my perspective, I viewed this rendition of history as heavily pro-Tudeh (the
Communist Party of Iran) and though it touches on the application of fiqh to Communists from the religious characters within
in the game, "1979 Revolution: Black Friday" communicates its narrative as the Arab Spring in another lacquer. And that's a
shame really. There is no equivalency to be drawn between the current Sunni revolutionary movements and the Iranian
Revolution proper.

The developers did their homework for sure, but I couldn't get my character to become a Shia fundamentalist or lead him to
become a basiji so what's the point of player driven actions or agency? Though Reza (the protagonist) is clearly Westernized, it
didn't permit me the option of having a developing narrative drive a connection towards increasing his faith.

As an honest assessment, this game's presentation falls into this terrible milquetoast middle ground that simultaneously
would♥♥♥♥♥♥off Shah loyalist expats and a contemporary Shia as the Tudeh are portrayed as harmless, albeit naive, saints.
They're only critiqued as hypocritical, or worst of all, taken for the fools that they were. Aside from those notes, the game is a
"rah rah go student revolutionary movements" within a general context and retelling that Pahlavi was a pretty bad leader (I agree
only in part to this sentiment) and that the SAVAK weren't a friendly bunch.

The game does highlight what Iranian life was like from 1953 on as it modernized and, though there are some shoutouts to
Mohammad Mosaddegh's overthrow courtesy of MI6 and the CIA through Operation Ajax, this only serves to reaffirm the
developer's bias to the effect of -- "Wow, isn't it such a shame that Iran became an Islamic Republic."

To illustrate better, I'll draw my thoughts from another angle: imagine if the insufferable coming of age movie "Garden State"
(2004) were combined with a youth political drama. Yeah, I can feel your excitement building already.

Another, different, and probably more substantive critique I could provide for those unaware of the political, social, or historical
components within the game is that it could've been more expansive with a branching plot. You, Reza, the player, are
permanently stuck as a dumb collaborator with naive revolutionaries. In this way, "1979 Revolution" truly sticks to history as it
occurred.

Welp, those are my thoughts about this adventure game from a self-anointed, self-styled, and perhaps in this case, immodest
scholar of the Middle East.. I've been waiting for updates, but they've stopped. Even without the updates, it was still a good
game.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=555L_7Dj_Ho&t=361s. Bad controls and strange puzzles that doesn't make any
sense, make this game not that enjoyable. The story didn't really push me to keep playing... Walking is annoying and the quizzes
at the end of each day are tiresome.
Only a game for fans, or if you're in for a challenge with weird puzzles.. Used to be an alright dlc, but was broken since the first
expansion for EU4 came out. Not worth it!. My first game i bought on steam.
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Not as good as minecraft storymode but its okay.. short as what I paid for this game
poor in story. Overall it's a great game with absolutely hilarious writing. However, the difficulty curve is a bit confusing at
times. Sometimes you'll find a pretty long and challenging section without a single checkpoint (see video below for one
example) and other times you'll have more checkpoints than you'd know what to do with. I guess it's one way of increasing
difficulty, but I would be hard pressed to say that it's a good way to do so. An overly long section where you're chased by lava
while running through a gauntlet of timing based precision platforming challenges that you have to restart if you die (and you
will die if you e.g. miss a cycle) is just not fun to me. I mean, I like challenging precision platformers more than most people
(probably) but this particular section just isn't fun to me. Not in the slightest.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=0KdpCMNs0oQ

But as I said, the rest of the game is great, hence the thumbs up. Absolutely worth the money in spite of its flaws.. I really wish I
liked this game, because it is very beautiful and peaceful. Unfortunately, it is also slow, somewhat repetitive, and incredibly
boring. The controls are also very awkward: you have to click and drag to either side of the screen to move, but the burly men
are initially slow to react, and then slow to walk/swim/paddle/etc for the duration of movement. You also have to dramatically
overshoot to get the men to go where you want, since they will not go WHERE you indicate, just WHEN you indicate. I also
never felt any resolution at any point in the game; each route feels anticlimactic and mainly pointless.

tl;dr Gorgeous game w/ slow, unintuitive controls and slow, repetitive gameplay. Amazing tool!. Great game just the same as 15
years ago.. :) Picked it up for 0.50\u20ac, totally worth. Still some little bugs but the game is cute overall :D. After going
through this game and finishing it, I have to say that I've throughly enjoyed playing the game.
The game in itself has lots of fun moments and 4th wall breaking scenes as well.

The game is fairly fast paced and I found myself hardly having to grind, but by nature I grind myself by killing pretty much
everything I see.

I'd give this game a solid 8/10 for enjoyment and story, the scripting could've been better so that gets a 6/10.. Play this and u can
turn into Super Saiyan Mode
most annoying game, but kindda interesting, but still.. its annoying everytime u died LOL. The A E S T H I T I C of Laraan
makes if very difficult to tell how far away things are, which is a bad thing for platforming. There’s also very floaty hit
detection, like hit boxes are a ways outside of the physical objects; and the camera, which controls like it’s buoyantly moving
through jelly, frequently jumps up close to the character which doesn’t let you see what’s in front of you. Story wise it’s Noah’s
ark... except God’s like “I killed everyone, now bring me shiny things or die trying.” There’s visual elements of a backstory, but
what am I supposed to feel? My only goal is to get shiny things. Am I trying to please this menacing god? Do I care for revenge?
Maybe my real motivation is just to find more sweet hover bikes that explode when rocks look at them funny. Not a lot going on
here for a game that performs so frustratingly.
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